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Gerber Accumark 11

When combined with our optional 3D module, users can generate virtual samples and then bring them to life with digital
printing.. Gerber has launched technologies that have become the benchmarks for CAD pattern making, grading planning and
marker making software, and automated spreading and cutting machines.. Pleats can now be edited, deleted and folded, and the
patterns can be modified while the pleats are folded, providing major productivity improvements.. AccuMark 10 is truly next-
generation technology, and will help apparel manufacturers unleash their creative vision in design and production.. This ability
greatly increases productivity and reduces human error Not only will it offer a more creative range of design options, digital
printing will also allow for development of short run fast fashion lines all with lower production costs.. With automatic grading
updates, intelligent calculations and pre-set size tables, users are able to make pattern changes on the fly and create made-to-
measure garments from basic sizes.. This next-generation solution helps manufacturers get their products to market faster,
smarter and better.. The company serves 25,000 customers, including more than 100 Fortune 500 companies, in the aerospace,
apparel, retail, composites, packaging, furniture, technical textiles and transportation interiors industries in 130 countries.. In
addition to digital printing capabilities and other features that increase productivity throughout the system, AccuMark 10 will
also offer a fully integrated 3D solution for garment development and pattern making as an optional module (available later this
spring).

This enables the ability to provide partners with visual instructions for pattern placement.. The system helps manufacturers
reduce raw material and labor costs, and generate fewer samples and prototypes.. Today, AccuMark CAD systems are used by
more than 15,000 customers, including many of the worlds leading fashion brands.
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